Patterns in ionizable side chain interactions in protein structures.
In a selected set of 44 high-resolution, non-homologous protein structures, the intramolecular hydrogen bonds or salt bridges formed by ionizable amino acid side chains were identified and analyzed. The analysis was based on the investigation of several properties of the involved residues such as their solvent exposure, their belonging to a certain secondary structural element, and their position relative to the N- and C-termini of their respective structural element. It was observed that two-thirds of the interactions made by basic or acidic side chains are hydrogen bonds to polar uncharged groups. In particular, the majority (78%) of the hydrogen bonds between ionizable side chains and main chain polar groups (sch:mch bonds) involved at least one buried atom, and in 42% of the cases both interacting atoms were buried. In alpha-helices, the sch:mch bonds observed in the proximity of the C- and N-termini show a clear preference for acidic and basic side chains, respectively. This appears to be due to the partial charges of peptide group atoms at the termini of alpha-helices, which establish energetically favorable electrostatic interactions with side chain carrying opposite charge, at distances even greater than 4.5 angstrom. The sch:mch interactions involving ionizable side chains that belong either to beta-strands or to the central part of alpha-helices are based almost exclusively on basic residues. This results from the presence of main chain carbonyl oxygen atoms in the protein core which have unsatisfied hydrogen bonding capabilities.